x Twang ! The lute added a small discord to the unsolved
finale of the speech. Meier, who was completely at sea
in matters of metaphysics, said " Cheerio I " and drained
his glass of cup which was slowly getting warm. By now
the scent of woodruff filled the whole room with its
vague, delicate sharpness. The Gulrapp unexpectedly
added an epilogue.
" It is not in the * yes * or * no * that it lies, but rather
where they both meet and blend with one another—
where there is no * yes * and no ' no/ but an eternal
calm. In Nirvana, Kranich and Rainer can meet and
understand one another. There antithesis ceases, and all
is one," she said, and she gazed from behind her horn-
rimmed spectacles at the picture on the crooked wall of the
Kwannon, Goddess of Mercy, who seemed to smile on
her as on a little sister.
Marx, who was quietly and blissfully drunk, lay with
his head in FriedePs lap, singing a favourite song of
Angelus Silesius.
But Helene glanced behind the screen, where the alarm
dock stood, and said sensibly: " It is time for the Gul-
rapp to go. We must take her to the station."
Meier took the small suit-case. Kranich carried coat,
umbrella and portfolio and behaved as though he had
two arms. The lanterns were t$ken along as well to give
an added air of festivity. The worthy widow, who was
confined by her injured leg to her green repp sofa, heard
the little torchlight procession clump down the stairs and
saw the cheerful gleam pass her windows. When all was
quiet and nobody else could be expected, the Gras-
miicke made herself ready for bed. She relieved herself of
her teeth and her hair—she had two wigs, a nondescript
one for every day and a slightly fairer one for Sundays;
she put on a bed jacket with stiff, goffered pleats in the
collar, and when she was in bed, she looked exactly like

